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August 26, 2019

Mr. Zackary Knaub
Interim Counsel to the Governor
Executive Chamber
NYS State Capitol
Albany, NY 12224

Re: SUPPORT- S.6427-A/A.8060-A sponsored by Senator Montgomery and
Assemblywoman .Jaffee

Dear Mr. Knaub:

On behalf of the Council of Family and Child Caring Agencies (COFCCA). a membership organization
consisting of over 100 not-for-profit child and family organizations. I am writing to express our strong
support for S.6427-A/A.8060-A sponsored by Senator Montgomery and Assemblywoman Jaffee which
would, if enacted. make necessary updates to the State Central Registry (5CR).

All states maintain records of child abuse and neglect. often in statewide databases that are known as central
registries. Unlike many states, in New York. a parent can be excluded from certain categories of
employment for decades based on allegations of abuse or neglect that may never make it to court or be
substantiated by ajudge. Parents who have faced these allegations are listed on the 5CR for up to ten years
after their youngest child turns 18—which could be as many as 28 years. The process for getting off the
SCR is very difficult, and relatively few parents even pursue it.

In ,New York State, our standard for level of evidence in indicating allegations of child abuse and
maltreatment. some credible evidence, makes us an outlier with only 7 other states in the country using this
very low standard.’ This bill would bring us into line with the vast majority of states in the country that use
a lair standard of indication, ensuring that CPS investigators can focus on the most serious allegations while
protecting children and preventing innocent parents from the current practice of their case remaining on the
state register for decades—which creates real barriers to employment, exacerbating often already vulnerable
economic circumstances for families.

Under the current system. nearly 27,000 reports are added to the SCR each year. which result in thousands
of parents becoming ineligible for employment opportunities that require SCR clearance, such as child care.
positions within hospitals and schools, and home health aide jobs. These collateral consequences of being
listed on the SCR directly impact families, diminishing employment opportunities and resources for
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children in their homes. This is especially counterproductive as most cases (over 70%) stem from poverty
and involve allegations of neglect — not child abuse.

A.8060-A I 5.6427-A would address these problems without sacrificing child safety. Specifically, it would;
Remove unnecessary and unfair employment barriers for parents by automatically. conditionally
sealing indicated reports of neglect after 8 years from most employment and after 12 years for all
employment. w hue ensuring that all reports continue to be available to child welfare and foster care
agencies who must ensure child safety. Reports of abuse would continue to be accessible to these
agencies for up to 28 years.

• Make the process for parents to challenge their inclusion in the SCR more fair and efficient by
improving court procedures and allowing them to present evidence of rehabilitation, where
applicable. By eliminating duplicative proceedings and permitting parents to show how they have
addressed matters contributing to their being placed in the 5CR. parents have a better opportunity
to have their records sealed. and to avoid the collateral consequences that create barriers to
obtaining and keeping theirjobs.

If signed into law, this bill would represent the most significant advancement in child protection in New
York State in decades. We believe that the principles of fairness inherent in this bill align with many of the
other positive changes Governor Cuomo has made in recent years. such as the Governor’s commitment to
criminal justice reform and raising the age of criminal responsibility.

For all of the reasons stated above, COFCCA strongly supports S.6427-A/A.8060-A and encourages the
administration to sign this bill into law. For more information, please contact me at jpurcellcofcca.org
and/or (212) 929-2626.

Sincerely.

Jim Purcell. CEO
Council of Famil and Child Caring Agencies (COFCC A’


